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Whoever said that Prime Minister

Narendra Modi is a dictator and that India

lags behind other democracies (or even

dictatorships, as some aver) in freedom of

speech and action must have a weird

sense of humour. One has just to cast a

glance around to see how people are

becoming more and more comfortable

with ignoring the law and even taking the

law into their hands, and cocking a snook
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at the government agencies and even the

judiciary. 

The silliest thing that happened on the

law and order front and went without

corrective action was the blockade of the

roads in Shaheen Bagh way back in

December 2019 which went on for

months on the issue of Citizenship

Amendment Act. The protesters merrily

carried on their agitation, holding aloft

the tricolor as a symbol of allegiance to

the constitution of India while caring two

hoots about the appeals from the leaders

of the elected government and even the

advice of the apex court to clear the site

and not cause hardship to people! Had

Covid19 not taken a fierce form in March

2020, and the people  not been worried

about their health, it would have gone on

for, God knows, how long! If this agitation

had been quelled the way such agitations

had been during previous regimes, (one

remembers the June 6, 2011 episode

when Baba Ramdev’s anti-graft agitation

in Delhi with thousands of his followers

was broken up following breakdown of

talks with the central government

emissaries including influential cabinet

ministers and the protest site razed in no

time), the vested interests at the back of

such agitation would not have felt

emboldened.   
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The same stratagem was followed during

the 2020-21 farmers’ agitation  which was,

by all accounts, a protest carried out by a

miniscule, though rich and powerful

minority of farmers with links to foreign-

based relatives and sympathizers. Again,

we saw the public put facing huge 

inconvenience, industries closing down,

workers losing jobs, patients dying in

ambulances because of roadblocks and

detours, but there was not even water

canon charge, leave aside lathi-charge or

firing in the air to scare the protesters

away, and to clear the roads connecting

Delhi with other states on the periphery.

The government held many rounds of

talks with the farmers, but neither the

government nor the judiciary could make

the protesters see reason. Rather the

government buckled fearing loss of votes

which it never got anyway. As for the

imagined support for the farmers back in

Punjab, the cat was out of the bag when

the farmers’ organizations that

metamorphosed into political party were

shown the door by the electorate. I

suspect the government very well knew

that it won’t get any votes from Punjab,

and still the way it handled with kid-

gloves the agitation baffles one. Was it

that the Prime Minister feared dent in his

world image as a democrat that he

desisted from strong action – the

question remains unanswered.
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Now that the Delhi corporations ruled by

BJP have gone in for a demolition drive

under court orders, the turning back of

the demolition teams in Jehangirpuri and

Shaheen Bagh has not come as a

surprise. It is very easy to lure people into

lawless action than prepare  them to

follow the law when it requires self-

restraint and a bit of sacrifice. In this, the

example has to be set by our politicians,

because it is they who lead or mislead the

people, but here too, many of them have

yet to don the mantle of a model. 

Not long ago, the Vice President of India,

M. Venkaiah Naidu, gave the call to the

parliamentarians to show discipline as he

was piqued by frequent disruptions in the

Rajya Sabha. While addressing a public

meeting, the Vice president wanted

public to hold the “disruptors”

accountable by accosting them when

they visit the relevant constituency. He

also favoured public awareness through

public meetings to discuss functioning of

elected representatives, writing letters to

newspapers, etc. Even penalizing them in

the next election was suggested. Earlier in

December 2017, addressing a meeting of

PRS Legislative Research,  he had

wondered: “If the executive wings at

various levels are being ranked within the

country…Why cannot we rank the

legislatures based on their functioning

and effectiveness?” Indeed, it is a valuable
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suggestion that has, however, awaits

being taken up.

The problem is that the knowledgeable

people who understand the

machinations of politicians and have the

means to stand up to them are in

minority and are placed in ideologically

different camps. They cannot rise above

narrow lines of division and appreciate

the common cause of value-based

politics.  While some intellectuals find

political action as intruding into their ivory

towers, others see risk to personal profit

somewhere. So, they won’t like and do not

wish to take the trouble, even though

their voice could matter a lot. On the

other hand, the poor and the vulnerable

sections, who constitute the majority, get

won over by the politicians through

trickery like appeal to caste and

community or gifting freebies which

make them forget all the political sins

committed by the politicians in the past.

When the politicians win through such

means, they possibly end up finding ways

to seek returns. This is indeed a queer

situation out of which only enlightened

leadership and opportune time can bring

us out.
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DISCLAIMER

Views expressed above are the author's
own.

END OF ARTICLE
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